Henkel showcases new innovative adhesive solutions at Labelexpo 2019

**Henkel places new wash-off technology, sustainability, and smart labels in the Labelexpo spotlight**

Düsseldorf, Germany – When it comes to packaging, sustainability and smart solutions are more important than ever for consumers. This shift is happening fast and its consequences for the industry are immediate: Consumers are making their voices heard and flexing their buying power to foster a change that has far-reaching consequences along the whole value chain. As a leader for adhesives in packaging and labeling, Henkel anticipates these demands and supports its customers with innovative solutions created with consumers in mind. In line with these trends, Henkel will showcase a variety of adhesive solutions for labeling September 24-27 at the 2019 Labelexpo in Brussels at booth A22 in hall 5. There the company will focus on sustainability and smart labels, with the launch of a new pressure-sensitive wash-off label solution for PET and food-safe hotmelts.

“In order to identify themselves with brands today, consumers increasingly expect brand owners to make packaging smarter and more sustainable,” says Nathalie Delava, Business Director Pressure Sensitive Adhesives Europe at Henkel. “This has a strong impact on individual purchase decisions and therefore on the business success of retailers and brand owners. It is thus our duty as a responsible supplier to support our customers in being able to develop and offer more sustainable solutions. We are looking forward to presenting those solutions at this year’s Labelexpo.”
New product in support of the circular economy for PET bottles

Various studies show that the importance of sustainable packaging resonates strongly with consumers. About 70% of consumers would pay more for sustainable products. Some 90% of consumers feel that companies have to take care of the planet. This consumer perception is in line with where Henkel sees its own responsibility as a supplier and brand owner.

With the new Aquence PS 3682, Henkel offers a water-based pressure-sensitive adhesive solution with excellent wash-off characteristics. This means it can be removed from the PET package cleanly and easily.

“With Aquence PS 3682, we are delivering a technology that actively supports the establishment of a circular economy, as the labels can be easily washed off. This helps material separation in the recycling process and therefore enables a higher quality grade of recyclate,” explains Greg Douglas, Business Development for Tapes and Labels in Europe at Henkel. “We are eager to bring such technologies to the market.”

Increased food safety for hotmelt PSA labels

Food safety is key for consumers all around the world, and labels play a critical role in food contact and related applications. “With our Technomelt PS range, we offer food labeling solutions for a broad range of applications, including cold and wet surface labeling, filmic labels for milk bottles, direct food contact, fatty food labels as well as wine and beverages,” says Douglas.
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Mineral oil continues to be a major topic in the packaging and labeling industry, particularly when it comes to food safe applications.

Henkel’s range of Technomelt PSAs opens up mineral-oil-free alternatives for its customers. For example, Technomelt PS 3212 is a pressure-sensitive adhesive created for permanent labels with a very good performance on cardboard and well-balanced adhesion and converting properties. It shares its excellent cutting properties – and of course food compliance – with Technomelt PS 3007, which is also suitable for thermo-linerless label applications.

**Smarter labels for a smart future**

The world is getting smarter and so are packages: From luxury goods to pharmaceuticals and household goods, the demand for smart labels is on the rise. Growing capacities at the label producers open up completely new application cases for technology like NFC (Near Field Communication) or RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification). These application cases range from logistics, supply chain management, medical, and shopping to household applications, to name just a few. “The advantages and possibilities for smart labels are broad,” explains Elodie Picard, Global Market Strategy Manager for Tapes and Labels at Henkel. “Counteracting counterfeiting, regularly recording the temperature of sensitive articles, or tracking goods along the entire supply chain are just a few examples.”

With its PSA adhesives and conductive ink expertise, Henkel offers a comprehensive portfolio for smart labels.
Henkel at Labelexpo 2019

“With sustainability and security at the forefront of our innovations, we are excited to showcase our broad portfolio of adhesive solutions in the field of pressure-sensitive adhesive technologies for the label, tape, graphic, and medical industries,” summarizes Delava. “Labelexpo provides an ideal platform to connect and discuss with our customers and industry stakeholders.”

This information only refers to Henkel products and services in Europe. There may be discrepancies in other regions regarding, amongst other things, availability of products and offers. Loctite is a registered trademark of the Henkel group, protected in Germany and other countries.

About Henkel
Henkel has a balanced and diversified global portfolio. With strong brands and leading innovations and technologies across three business units – Adhesive Technologies, Beauty Care and Laundry & Home Care – the company has market-leading positions in both consumer and industrial goods businesses. Henkel Adhesive Technologies is the global market leader in the adhesives sector, for example, and the Laundry & Home Care and Beauty Care business units also hold leading positions in many markets and categories. Established in 1876, Henkel can look back on a 140-year history of successful business performance. In the 2018 financial year, Henkel generated sales of 19.89 billion euros and net earnings of 3.49 billion euros. The group employs more than 53,000 people worldwide, forming a diverse team bound together by a strong corporate culture, a shared corporate objective and common values. Henkel's progress and performance in sustainability is confirmed by numerous international rankings and ratings. Henkel preferred shares are listed in the German stock index DAX. Further information is available at www.henkel.de.
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Henkel’s Aquence PS 3682 facilitates the clean removal of labels from PET bottles, which makes material separation in the recycling process more efficient and produces high-quality recyclate.
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Food labels play a critical role in food contact and related applications, not only from a regulatory perspective, but also from a consumer one. Henkel offers food labeling solutions for a broad range of applications, including cold and wet surface labeling, filmic labels for milk bottles, direct food contact, fatty food labels as well as wine and beverages.
Henkel offers both PSA adhesives and conductive inks, enabling the company to provide customers with a comprehensive portfolio for smart labels.